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UNIVER~AL FERMI INTERACTION AND ASTROPHYSIC~) 

B. Pontecorvo 

The hypothesis of a deep analogy between various slow decay processes (both leptons1) 

and non-leptons2)) found recently a briliant formulation in the universal interaction 

(vector and axial-vector) theory of Sudarshan-Marsha~) and Feynman-Gell-Mann4). According 

to this theory scattering of neutrino by electrons is described as a process of first_ or

der in the weak interaction constant4 ' 5). Experimental evidence on this process would be 

extremely desirable. However, direct detection of the scattering by electrons of reactor 

antineutrino (that is, detection of the ionization proauced by antineutrino, not connected 

with inverse i?> processes) seems at present quite hard, although in principle the possibi

lity of such experiment should not be excluded. 

In the present note we wish to point out that the existence ~fa first order v'e in

teraction could have macroscopic consequences. Such interaction implies that positron-elec

tron annihilation can result in the emission of a neutrino-antineutrino pair*· Coasequently 

in electromagnetic processes it is possible that a V V pair, through the virtual produc-
+ -

tion of a 2 e pair, is emitted instead of a photon. This general fundamental connection 

between electromagnetic and lepton processes is a direct consequence of the universal Fermi 

interaction. 

Of course the emission of Y J.i pairs is extremely unlikely in oo11parison witll the emis• 

sion of photons. However, the tremendous penetrating power of neutrino suggests that 

effects connected with the electron-neutrino interaction might-exist in big bodies a' high 

temperature T , Let us consider the process of electron bremstrahlung with emission either 

of a photon or )Jj) pair in a collision of an electron with a neucleus A with oharge z: 
e-rA ~ e +-A + (( (photon bremstrahlung) 

e_;-4 
..... 

e -r A ~ + j.Jtl} (lepton bremstrahlung) 

Let c{ indicate the rat'io of the probabilities W'~ and W'vv that in a defleotion of 

an electron with energy E by a nucleus a photon or a V IJ pair is emitted. Dimension 

argw11ents suggest that: 

* In particular ortopositronium annihilation with emission of a V V pair is about 
lol5· times less probable than annih1~ation into three photons. Parapositronium cannot under
go annihilation with emission of a VV pair, if neutrinos are longitudinal. 

x) r,'flllj Jr 
{.} --'2- -' .-.2' I6T5 (1959). 
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~ l, 
where&= F} is the di•entionless weak interaction constant, 3' = 1.4 

is the Fermi constant and m is the electron .ass. 

Clearly n{ is enormousl,y big at a117 temperature whi\tP may be encouatered in astro

physics. However, because of the difference in penetrating power of photons and neutrinos, 

the radiation in space of a given ener&T (let us say~ ~1" ) in form of photons by stars 

occurs eventually as a result of a colossal number of photon bremstrahlung processes. 

3uoh number is inoomparabl,y larger than the number (-1) of lepton bremstrahlung pro

cesses in which in form of neutrinos the sa•e energy~~1" is emitted. Consequently at 

some stage in the star evolution it .ay well be that the energies radiated in space in 

form of neutrinos and photons become comparable in spite of the extraordinary small value 

of W'vj;/W'l 
1 

characterizing an elementary act. 

It should be noted that the dimensions of the Fermi constant imply a very rapid in

crease with temperature of the relative probability of lepton bremstrahlung. In addition_ 

the photon mean free path decreases with ~creasing z, a fact which increases the weight 

of neutrino processes in the energy balance at high z. 
All these considerations suggest that the process might become important at a star 

evolution stage when the star temperature and average Z are considerably larger than 

the corresponding solar values. It is not difficult to see that the lepton bremstrahlung 

mechanism practically does not play any role in the energy balance of the sun. 

( IL T""' i V..e4 , t - 1. ). 
The mechanizm of neutrino emission by stars suggested above is connected with the 

first order neutrino-electron interaction and fundamentall1 differs from the •urka-proces~ 

suggested by Gamow and Shoenberg 6)which is connected with nuclear (direct and inverse) 

{!> -processes. Lepton bremstrahlung of electrons is a thre$holdless process while the 

"Urka-process" has a definite threshold. 

Recently Gandelman and Pinaev7)investigated quantitatively the astrophy-

sics effect~ Gonnected with the mechanism of lepton bremstrahlung suggested above. They 
ci.f,.,ut-tt~ r 

.c;howed that in the region of temperature K T z. 1o Kt V and ptaU\k'lls ~ H!"gr/cmJ the 

en~rgy radiated by stars in form of neutrino la lar~er than that radiated in fo~ of pho

',)r:s ( Z :: 20). 
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In conclusion I am happ7 to thank Ya.B. Zeldovich, D.A. Frank-KameneakJ and L.B.Okun 
for critical remarks and support. 
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